Funnyhouse of a Negro
A Movie Star Has to Star in Black and White
by Adrienne Kennedy
directed by Alice Reagan

Callback list

Estee Dechtman – SHELLEY WINTERS
Eliza Ducnuigueen – SHELLEY WINTERS
Angelica Dzodzenyenyo – SARAH
Jalen Ford – PATRICE LUMUMBA, EDDIE
Christina Frye – SARAH
Brianna Johnson – SARAH, MOTHER
Nate Jones – EDDIE, FUNNYMAN
Jackson Kienitz – EDDIE, FUNNYMAN
Jamie-Ann Palmer – MOTHER
Phanesia Pharel – MOTHER
Genevieve Scott – SARAH
Blessing Utomi – PATRICE LUMUMBA, EDDIE
Zadohite Akili Wood – SARAH

Callback Instructions

Please **initial** by your name to confirm that you will be attending callbacks.

Those who are called back should come to the Marion Victor Studio (229 Milbank) at 6:00pm tonight, Thursday, 9/5.

**PLEASE PICK UP YOUR ASSIGNED CHARACTER SIDE(S) AND PREPARE**

* [the sides should be hanging around somewhere in the MLP lobby]*

No need to memorize, but have some ideas about the state of mind/body of your character, and WHY they are speaking.

If you would like to read the entire scripts, please email Coretta Grant, Theatre Administrator at cgrant@barnard.edu

If you have any questions or concerns, please email the director at areagan@barnard.edu